1 Introduction
==============

Live imaging studies are now allowing us to explore the previously shrouded world of mammalian cell signalling dynamics. For example, imaging populations of live single cells over several days has revealed how signalling dynamics can control key cell fate decisions ([@btx404-B4]). However, hindering the ease, time-periods and throughput with which live single-cell studies can be performed, are challenges in automatically tracking fluorescently labelled objects (cells, nuclei or organelles) accurately over time periods often exceeding several days, sometimes in highly motile cells ([@btx404-B2]).

To date, the majority of cell tracking software relies on 'frame-to-frame linking' of segmented nuclei or cells ([@btx404-B8]). In such methods, errors in segmentation, where, for example, either multiple nuclei are labelled as a single segment, or a nucleus is missed over several timeframes resulting in a tracking gap, can severely compromise tracking results. To handle such difficulties, global optimization methods have now been developed ([@btx404-B9]). Yet, implementations of global optimization approaches to tracking in cell biology research have generally been limited to standalone packages, meaning that segmentation, track inspection and track correction have to be performed in other software which is non-trivial for scientists with little programming expertise ([@btx404-B5]). Therefore, we have developed NucliTrack an integrated Python package that allows efficient segmentation, feature extraction and tracking of fluorescently labelled nuclei or cells through an intuitive graphical interface ([Fig. 1](#btx404-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, the interface also includes tools for inspecting, correcting and exporting data on tracked nuclei.

![The Nuclitrack application workflow: This figure shows the four main user interface windows used to track nuclei in Nuclitrack: (1) *File loading*: In this interface the user can browse files and load the time series imaging data, as well as selecting file names for storing tracking data; (2) *Segmentation*: The sliders on this interface allow the user to interactively choose segmentation parameters for identifying cell nuclei; (3) *Training data selection*: As tracking uses a probabilistic algorithm, examples of single nuclei, nuclei about to enter and exit mitosis, as well as incorrectly segmented nuclei must be given; (4) *Track visualization, correction and export*: In this interface the user can explore the tracking results, and view tracking data in the graph window. Additionally functions exist to correct tracks. Finally, the user can export single cell data from either all tracks or a subset of selected tracks](btx404f1){#btx404-F1}

2 Implementation
================

The identification and segmentation of fluorescently labelled objects in NucliTrack is based on marker controlled watershed segmentation, built with the scikit image Python library ([@btx404-B12]). We utilized a novel Python application development library 'Kivy' to create an interface that allows users to interactively vary segmentation parameters ([@btx404-B11]). Once effective parameters are chosen, segmentation is then performed on the entire imaging sequence.

In many types of image analysis workflows aimed at quantifying cellular phenotypes, the segmentation step can result in errors, which must be handled by tracking algorithms. Moreover, cells undergoing cell division must also be detected. To address this, we use a probabilistic approach described by Magnusson *et al.* to perform tracking ([@btx404-B6]). This requires training data to be selected that contains examples of any erroneous segmentation, as well as normal, mitotic and post-mitotic cells. Training is performed within the user interface prior to tracking. The tracking algorithm then seeks to globally optimize the set of all tracks, by iteratively adding the highest scoring track given the current set of tracks. Tracks are scored with a cost function which penalizes large movements, gaps between frames, and passage through segments which are unlikely to be nuclei, whilst highly scoring tracks that minimize movement between frames, include few gaps and pass through segments likely to be nuclei. A dynamic programming technique is then used to find the highest scoring track that is added to the set of all tracks. Importantly, in identifying the highest scoring track, swaps with neighbouring tracks may be performed, thus minimizing the likelihood that a local, rather than a global, optimum is found.

After successful tracking of objects, tracks can be edited within the user interface. Here, three windows showing: (i) colour-coded tracked segments; (ii) the original video; and (iii) feature values over the full length of a selected track (in the form of a line plot over time), allow the user to easily analyze and inspect tracks for errors, or anomalous results. Moreover, using a set of tools with keyboard hotkeys the user can efficiently navigate the video, manually correct errors in tracking, and add flags to mark specific events, before exporting results. Throughout NucliTrack we have also incorporated data management steps, such that intermediate steps are saved in the HDF5 file format, through the Python h5py package ([@btx404-B3]). Parameters are stored in a separate HDF5 file meaning that the segmentation and training stages can be skipped when analyzing subsequent movies. A function also exists in the Python package that accommodates for batch processing of videos using the HDF5 parameter file.

To characterize the performance of the global optimization approach to automated cell tracking we tested NucliTrack against a benchmark set of fluorescently labelled nuclei videos ([@btx404-B7]; [@btx404-B10]). Here NucliTrack performed similarly to other global optimization approaches ([Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The performance of NucliTrack was limited by the more basic segmentation procedures we adopt, however we believe having an intuitive and interactive workflow is significantly more important for users with less technical expertise. Labeled images, segmented in alternative programs may also be imported in the file loading step.

NucliTrack is an easy to use package for tracking and extracting data from fluorescently labelled cells or nuclei, in significantly higher throughput than manual tracking can achieve. Importantly, by allowing users to quickly inspect and correct tracking data, near 100% accuracy can be achieved, which is critical in quantifying cell fate decisions. For example, NucliTrack allowed us to study how DNA damage influences the proliferation-quiescence decision in thousands of cells, tracked for hundreds of frames, over multiple days ([@btx404-B1]). Finally, by coupling established packages for data processing in Python, with more recent solutions to data management (h5py), graphical user interface development (kivy) and image processing (skimage), this software also provides an example of how user friendly, scientific software may be efficiently developed in an open source environment.
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